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?What is 
CAREWISE is an all-inclusive website that allows 

users to trade-in or sell their current car, buy their 

next preowned car, get extended warranty, financing 

and insurance.
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Empathize
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Interviews
2   /   Empathize

I first needed to know when the interviewees bought 

their last vehicle and what their experiences were like. 

I wanted to know if they experienced any pain points 

throughout their car search, car buying, car selling, 

financing, or insurance processes.



I then wanted to find out what they would change 

about each step along their journey of buying a new 

or used car.
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I started to understand that buying a car was an extremely frustrating 

process for all but one of my interviewees.



Empathy maps gave me the initial insights needed to begin 

pinpointing the user’s pain points. I then created these aggregated 

empathy maps that represented my interviews as a whole.

Empathy Maps
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Personas.
This was the perfect opportunity to look at the goals,

characteristics and needs of the larger user groups.



I needed to identify patterns in their behaviour that might further 

point to common pain points that my interviewees experienced.
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UserJourney.This exercise helped me Identify improvement 

opportunities & reduced the impact of designer bias.
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Define
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Problem 

Statements
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Ideate
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Competitive Audit
Analyzing competitors gave me a well-rounded foundation of knowledge about other car-selling websites 

in the market. It helped me create a product that was helpful and unique which added value for users. 



12   /   Ideate
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Goal

 Statement.

My website will let users sell or trade-in their car, buy a preowned car, 

purchase extended warranty & car insurance, and get financing which will 

affect those who don’t have a lot of free time or knowledge about cars by 

providing them with full transparency and by providing all the information they 

need to make a fully informed decision.



I will measure the effectiveness by the number of sales recorded vs. the 

number of cars that have been returned after the 7-day trial.
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This initial user flow helped me picture 

the steps users would take as they 

moved through the app’s receipt 

capture and filing flow.



It helped me determine

 What actions the users would take 

in the app

 What decisions they would  have 

to make

 What screens they would 

experience after taking action or 

making a decision.

User Flow



Information

Architecture

Knowing the users, their goals, and their 

behaviours are key to effective IA.
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Crazy Eights
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Wireframe 
Brainstorming



17   /   Prototype 1

First Iteration
Prototype
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18   /   Prototype 1
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First Iteration
Testing
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Research 
Study

Michael Moniz

I asked myself these key questions and set out to find the answers:


How long does it take for the user to snap a photo of their receipt and 

attach it to their transaction?


Are there parts of the user flow where users get stuck?


Are there design changes I can make to improve the user experience?


Is there anything that users want to see added to this feature?


Are there any reasons why users wouldn’t use this feature?
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Usability 
Tests

22   /   Testing 1
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After running my usability test I found that, generally 

speaking, there wasn’t much friction with the flow 

throughout the full car buying process.



4 of 5 participants were confident and spoke in a positive 

tone throughout the usability test.



Themes23   /   Testing 1
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Navigation: Buying Flow

a

“Shouldn’t the _______ option be at the there?” (P2)





Supporting evidence from the usability study

 3 of 5 participants had issue with the buying flow.
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Progress: Buying Flow

“I didn’t realize that I had to scroll down” (P1)


Supporting evidence from the usability study

 2 of 5 participants didn’t realize that they had to scroll down to the bottom of the 

page and suggested that the “save & continue” button should also be seen 

above the fold.



a

a

FOLD
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Review Page: Totals not Displayed

“Shouldn’t there a total amount on the review page before I confirm? 

(P1)



Supporting evidence from the usability study

 1 of 5 participants didn’t see the total floating at the top and wanted 

the total to be displayed on the review page.
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a
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Trade-in Sequence

“I kept exiting because I didn’t see myself progressing through the prompts, so I thought I was doing 

something wrong.” (P0)

Supporting evidence from the usability study

 1 of 5 participants brought up that they got confused at part 1 of 3 in the trade-in flow. They said 

that three forms came up for part 1 when logically each should have been slit. There should have 

been 5 parts.
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a
a

a



Insights &

Recommendations
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⃝    I need to change the side nav to read “Complete” when done.


⃝    I need to change the  order of the buying steps to flow better.


⃝    I need to add a progress bar on the trade-in and insurance flows.


⃝    I need to add additional financing month options.


⃝    I need to amalgamate the trade-in flow (part 1) into one form.
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Second Iteration
Prototype
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29   /   Prototype 2

Homepage Responsive Design
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Car Buying Flow

a

a

b

c

c

b

Additional “Save & Continue” added

Total purchase price added

Flow rearranged to make more sense
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Trade-in Flow

a

a

b

b

Pages 2 & 3 were amalgamated into one

Progress bar was changed
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This updated user flow reflects a more 

realistic flow in the real world.

User Flow



34   /   Testing 2

Second Iteration
Testing
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Usability 
Tests
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After running my second usability test, all users were 

successful in buying a car with no or little hesitation.
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“Select File” — Hard to see

"I was on a roll and I paused for a second at this point. The button should be 

highlighted in a different colour to pop out.“ (P1)





Supporting evidence from the usability study.


1 of 5 participants said that they needed to think a little too much to upload their 

driver’s license. They suggested a secondary colour for the button.



a

a
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“The colour conflicts with the action button of ‘save & continue’” (P1)




Supporting evidence from the usability study.


1 of 5 participants suggested that the select buttons (a) colour conflicts with the 

“save & continue” buttons.


1 of 5 participants suggested that “other” options should be added to the form.



a

b

Input form adjustments



Insights &

Recommendations
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⃝    I need to change the colours of the buttons.


⃝    I need to add an “other” checkbox and input field for answers.






39   /   Prototype 3

Third Iteration
Prototype
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a

a

a

a

b

c

All buttons have been changed to the secondary colour

An “other” option with input field was added to each question

The “select file” button was changed to the secondary colour
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Style 
 Guide
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43   /   Style GuideAssets#d60d1c

Primary

#b6b6b6

SECONDARY

#16d1a6

#e6e6e6

#166dd1

#fdebed #f5f5f5

FONT weights

Heading FONT

Lato

Bold Regular
FONT weights

BODY FONT

Lato

Regular Light
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Final Thoughts
44  /   Final Thoughts
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Before starting this project I knew absolutely nothing about the car buying experience. But throughout the interview 

process, I quickly realized that buying a car is a frustrating and shady business. From trying to sell you rust protection 

without having a standardized price list so they can recuperate the money lost during negotiations to leveraging 

winter protection mats to pacify customers in order to make them feel like they accomplished something during the 

negotiation process. I heard countless horror stories that made my user experience journey for this project extremely 

easy to navigate. 



The major pain points were selling their car at a fair price, buying a car from aggressive salespeople, and financing 

that didn’t break the bank.  When conducting my usability testing I heard several people say “too bad this site 

doesn’t really exist!” There’s definitely a demand for this kind of car-buying experience in Canada.
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